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Valentineʼs Day

Matching and Pair Practice

1

1. Match the conversation on the left with the conversation on the right.

A:

B:

1. Love is …

a. receiving flowers.

2. Love is …

b. finding a love letter.

3. Love is …

c. being shot with Cupid’s arrow.

4. Love is …

d. getting your favorite chocolates.

2. Match the pictures to the dialogue. Fill in matching numbers.

3. In pairs, practice the
conversations and tick
the boxes.

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

student A ticks the A: box and
student B ticks the B: box

B:

A:
1. Love is …

a. having a key to a heart.

2. Love is …

b. a special note from a

3. Love is …

c. a drink for two.

4. Love is …

a present from
d. opening
someone special.

A:

1

special person.

B:

Valentine’s Day

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:
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Name _____________________

2

Valentineʼs Day

Fill in the missing letters.
Place the missing letters into the sentences. The words are based on the pictures.

Romance

1

2
Valentine’s Day __ __
__ __ February 14th.

She __ __ __ __ me a
love text.

3
I love it when I __ __ __
chocolate.

4

5

6

My heart __ __ __ __ __
when she left me.

Do __ __ __ really?

Watch __ __ __ for
Cupid’s arrow.

3

Speech Bubbles
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Complete the speech bubbles with your own words.

Valentine’s Day

2

Name _____________________

Valentineʼs Day

Role Play

4

Practice the dialogue in pairs. Pay attention to the words in red and blue.

a: I found a new boyfriend.
a: Well, he’s

b: Wonderful! What’s he like?

1

.

b: I want to meet him.
Substitution Practice
1

personalities

artistic

easygoing

energetic
funny

5

Complete the above dialogue by using the suggested
personalities below and some others on your own.

sociable

generous

friendly

romantic

optimistic

kind

hardworking

reliable

Complete the sentence.
1

2

They are ____________.

4

3

They are ____________.

6

5

They are a ___________.

He is ____________.

They are having a
___________.

They have been
__________ for a long time.

answers for activities
activity 1

1. being shot with Cupid’s arrow \ 2. receiving flowers \ 3. getting your favorite chocolates \4. finding a love letter \1. a drink for two \ 2. opening
a present from someone special \ 3. having a key to a heart \ 4. a special note from a special person

activity 2

3

1. is on 2. sent 3. get 4. broke 5. you 6. out

Valentine’s Day

activity 3

1. hugging 2. dancing 3. proposing 4. family 5. toast 6. married
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